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In the combat scenario where the infrared missi le is an almost continuous threat 
during the operation, fighter aircraft arc currently quite susceptible to being killed in 
attacks by infrared missiles Theoretical analysis applied to an encounter simulation seems 
to indicate that it is possible to use the infrared Active Jammer and the Expendable Decoy 
( flare) to defeat the infrared missile (spin-scan and con-scan seekers) 
rhe theoretical analysis of a simplified case of a spin-scan and COil-scan retide v.ith 
amplitude modulation, frequency modulation and phase modulation leads to expressions 
for the targets' positions. as seen by the missile seeker, under no-jamming condition The 
signal waveforms consist of target radiation power falling on the reticle and the reticle 
modulation funct ion We apply signal processing techniques to the modulated signal to 
determine the tracking error rate under no-jamming, active jamming and fla re jamming 
different conditions, and by comparing with the unjammed tracking error rate, to 
determine the differences and effectiveness of jamming. The analytical n:sult is simulated 
by means ofa simulation program (MATLAB), which evaluates the change in the missile 
LOS (line of sight) rotation rate and the impact on the missile guidance operation. The 
analysis indicated successful jamming in the different jamming source situations 
Following the jamming analysis. one can use the result to do further operational 
analysis as in OT&E ( operation test and evaluation ) and to evaluate the operational 
effectiveness of the jammers and to develop operational tactics to further increase the 
survivability of the fighter aircraft in the combat situation 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
A. BACKGROUND 
Aircraft on an operational mission will nOl only be threated by surface to air 
missiles but they will also be thrcated by air-Io-air missiles, which include missiles with 
many different guidance systems In the past experience we finrlthat the IR missile is the 
mosl efficient weaponslhreat to the aircraft 
B. SCOPE 
This thesis wi ll address a panicular aspect of this threat - the threat by/he infrared 
guided mi ssile This is because IR missiles are rather successful , as observed in the last 30 
years, the kills of aircraft by IR missijcs almost reach to 93% or the total wmpared to 5% 
for the radar missile and Gunfire 
For this thesis, we will consider aircraft that are already deployed, therefore the 
scope of survivability enhancement by vulnerabil ity reduction is more limited than 
increasing survivability by susceptibility reduction 
Hence we will concentrate on the easier task of finding measures to reduce the 
susceptibility of these aircraft \0 being hit by an JR missile Due to US government 
restrictions on dissemination of security-sensit ive information, this thesis will be 
constrained to a more generic treatment of the problem 
C. GENERAL SCENARIO 
In th is thesis, it is assumed that the launch platform of the IR missile can reach a 
position such that the aircraft is within the acquisition range and in the range envelope of 
the missile The aircraft is unassisted by other aircraft and lacks the capability 10 run away 
from the threat , hut the pi lot wiH know that the missile is already fired 
Since IR missiles arc fire and forgel weapons, multiple IR missiles can attack the 
same target Therefore, this threat must also be handled However, we will also assume 
that the multiple IR missi le are the same type, during onc attack 
UTilE AIRCRAFT IR SIGNATURE CHARACTERISTICS 
A characterization of the aircraft in terms of the factors significant to the IR missile 
countermeasure problem is as follows 
A. GENER4.L INFR"-RED SIGNATURE FACTORS 
The IR signature of an aircraft is dependent, to various degree, on a number of 
factors Various energy sources cause heating of the aircraft, and also reflect off aircrafl 
surfaces 
For spatially unresolved targets, the total spectral radiant intensity is the quantity 
of mosl utility and is expressed as the sum of the individual contributing spectral radiant 
mtensitles 
1,0,) 0 IP(A) + I;,(A) + 1"0,) + I,(A) + I,(),) + Iq(A) (lJ 
here sub I represents the target total IR radiant intensity of interest 
p represents the targel plume JR radiant intensity of interest; 
h represents the target hot engine IR radiant intensity of interest, 
1/ represents the target cowling and nozzle JR radiant intensity of 
mterest; 
.\ represents the target rellected solar IR radiant intensity of 
mterest, 
e represents the Earthshine IR radiant intensity of interest 
q represents the target skin aerodynamic heating IR radiant intensity 
of in teres I 
In the subsequent sections, each of components of target IR radiant intensity is 
described 
1. Jet Engine Signature Approximation. 
Jet engines can be divided into three classes turbofans, turbojets, and 
ramjets rhe total infrared emission from a jet engine con~ists of the plume, tailpipe, 
exhaust nozzle. and cowling components. For a typical jet engine the emissivity f: for the 
nozzle and tailpipe components can be taken to be 0 9 and to be spectrally independent 
The exhaust nozzle component temperature is related to a commonly reported engine 
parameter known as the exhaust gas temperature ( HiT ) read by a thermocouple just aft 
of the lurhine Exhaust gas temperalllre is a function of airspeed and altitude , and varies 
from 300 to 900 centigrade degrees for most Jet engines Acwrding to Hudson [Ref 7J, a 
rule-of-thumb relationship is 
T, ~ O.85EGWCJ (2) 
here T, represents the exhaust nouJe temperature 
rhe other required parameter for the calculation is the area of the nozzle, 
and the cowling temperature must be estimated hy considering heat transfer from the 
plume and removal due 10 freestream air flow on the exterior Generally, even the most 
rudimentary estimate of jet-engine radiation requires a knowledge of the EGT, nozzle area 
and the projected areas in the direction of interest, emissivity of cowling and plume, and 
temperature of cowling and plume 
A general methodology 10 estimate target signature radiative components 
is as follows [Ref 9] 
1,(1..) ~~ 1,(1..) (3) 
1,(A) = ~AI (4) 
where 
£; ~ directional spectral emissivity 
Ie = wavelength in microns, 
T, ~ temperature of surface element 
(5) 
Gem:rally 10 calcu late the total tai lpipe exhaust nozzle radiant intensity 
from a jet engine, one can resort to the above equation for W l and integrate over 
wave-lengths. yielding the familiar Stcfan-l30lt7mann equation 
(6) 
Generally, tailpipe and plume radiation is significantly stronger in Ihe 
3-51101 atmosphclic window than in the R-12!J1ll band. For fOl""\vard aspects , tailpipe 
radiation usually is not directly observable: Thus plume, skin emission, and reflected 
components dominate In this case the 8-121-lm band may offer superior performance, 
however, a detailed analysis considering all operational requirements must be performed to 
valiuate such a choice 
2. Plume Radiation 
The principal combustion products in the plume are carbon uioxide and 
water vapor, giving rise to characteristic molecular emission band s_ Plume radiation is 
dependent on EGT, Mach number. afierburning. and altitude and viewing aspect Accurate 
calculations are extremely complicated 
In generat W,_ varies from point to point within tire plume because of 
temperature and emissivity variations, and thus, the radiant exi~tence is itself spatially 
variam More generally, the radiant imensity from the i'th element of the plume where W;" 
can he assumed constant is 
(7) 
Calculation of the radiation from the plume requires some knowledge of 
the temperature distribution of the gases, which is a function of flight condition of the 
aircraft 
The afterbuming engine plume consumes above five times the normal fue! 
and drastically increases thrust The size of the plume increases substantially at high 
supersonic speeds Because of low engine efficiency, the plume temperature may actually 
decrease Nevenhe!ess, if the temperature and emissivity can be estimated, the radiance 
from the plume can be calculated from the above equation At higher temperatures during 
afierburning, the plume radiation spectra would be expected to broaden and the radiam 
intensity to increase by two 10 three orders of magnitude. [Ref 91 
3. Aerodynamic Heating 
The emission from the target skin can be significant at frontal aspect in the 
8-12~m region of the spectrum This signal component can be written as [Ref 9] 
Iq ~ Lq(A.)E(A,e,~)AT 
where 
L, (iI.)=radiance from skin, 
C:(A,EI,~)=emissivity , 
Al =!arget surface area 
The skin is aerodynamically heated according to the equation 






y =ratio of the specific heats of air I 4 at 25"C, 
M=Machnumber; 
O=recovery factor (0 75 to 0 98) 
4. Solar Reflection 
The spectral target irradiance due to reflected sunlight can be obtained by 
multiplying the solar irradiance at the target by the target differential scattcring cross 
section Thus, [Ref 9] 
E,\' :: LsOsTp~ 
where 
L., = radiance of sun, 
OS=solid angle subtended by the sun , 




Arter getting the spectral target irradiance due to reflected sunlight ( E, ). 
then to calculate the average reflected solar radiant intensity as observed from space from 
a flat pand of metal with II Lambertian reflectance distribmion generally one can usc the 
form [Ref 9] 
Is:: p¥Tcos9 (II) 
where 
I, ,;0 the average reflected solar radiant intensity~ 
A= area orthe plate. 
E,=the average irradianee within the band. 
T·· atmospheric band transmission from ground to space: 
p=average reflectance of target material in the band, 
8 -oangle of incidence relative to the surface normal 
5. Earthshine 
Reflected Earthshine is a minor component of the total contrast signature 
for viewing. However. as the view extends toward the horizon and the aspect becomes 
more side-on. the component increases. The total irradiance from Earthshine on a surface 
element of an aircraft is 
(12) 
where 
Le == Earthshine radiance, 
E,~irradiance ; 
8=angle between zenith and the surfa!.:e normal 
The radiation scattered from the aircraft may be calculated as emission 
from a Lambertian source of area A. Accordingly. the scattered radiant intensity is 
I, ~ ~E,(8, ~)m. nA (13) 
where 
A= area of source. 
p=reflect ivity of surfaee~ 
m"'direction of scallered radiation~ n=surface normal 
B. ATMOSPHERIC TRANSMISSION 
rhe atmosphere is will known to ht: a selective absorber [Ref 2]. In the infrared 
bands, there are two windows, one al 3-5~m and the other at 8-14 11m Most of the 
detectors used in infrared missiles seekers arc designed to work in these windows. Most 
detectors for air types are still using the 3·5 f-Im wave hand windows, since considerable 
radiant signature is found in the 3-5 flm band 
C. INFRARED SIGNATURE IN THE MISSIO'l PROFILE 
The infrared signature of the aircraft in the takeotr and cJimhup phase wi ll be 
greater than the cruise, on station, descent and landing phase, but in a mission operation 
phase, such as air combat, close air support, interception or air to ground attack, the 
infrared signature of the aircraft will be significant ly higher, In those operation the pilot 
will always try to keep the aircraft operating at higher energy and higher speed , so it will 
cause the exhaust gas temperature to be higher, and the infrared signature to be higher In 
the mission phase the infran:d signature will vary by a factor two or more between those 
different modes of operation 
1II. THE INFRARED MISSILE SYSTEM 
A. AIRFRAME AND PROPULSION 
Usually the IR missi le has a cylindrical body with cruciform delta and trapezoidal 
wings and canards_ The nose is blunt and transparent at the JR wave band of interest 
Propulsion for Air 10 Air Missiles tends 10 be from single stage motors. Surface to Air 
Missiles are often two-staged motors, with a booster \0 gel the missile up to flying speed 
rapidly and then a sustained motor for continuing the flight The flight performance is 
characterized by the acceleration and velocity vectors attainable as a function of time, and 
the maximum ranges these give 
B. GUIDANCE AND STEERING 
The IR missi le guidance not only needs to consider the accurate homing tracking 
but also needs to consider the warhead <.;apability to destroy [he aircraft . When a warhead 
bursts in the vicinity of an aircraft, thc fragments or penetrators are usually ejected 
uniformly around the missile axis, and the damage inflicted on the aircraft depends on Ihe 
number and thc location of the fragment impacts and on the terminal effect parameters, 
such as the fragment mass and impact velocity [n this situation, we assume the fragments 
travel on parallel paths and hit the ai rcraft in a random manner. The number of hits, n, 
requi red to destroy the aircraft capability, on the aircraft area presented at the aspect 
under consideration is given by [Ref 4 [ 
10 
n~ pAp ( 14) 
where p is the average number of fragments per unit area of fragme nt spray 
known as the fragment spray density and 1\, is the aircraft presented area at the aspect 
undcr consideration 
The fragment spray density at a distance S from the detonation point is given by 
(JS) 
where the ~, ,¢ , are the leading and trailing fragment dynamic trajectory angles 
with respect to a stational)' target, and N is the total number offi"aglTlents in the warhead 
The equation defining the angles q" ,¢ : is 
[ V,"sm8 t-VjSin(8-u,} ] e $, = arctan V",cosfl+V,cos(8-tU, )-V, -
where 
V, ~ target horizontal speed, 
Vn,=the speed of the missile, 
El=the elevation angle of the missile , 
u =the leading and trailing fragment spray angles; 
V,=the average fragment speed with respect to a stational)' warhead 
(16) 
From above, the elevation angle of the missile (0) should always get as dose as 
possible to the target and provide the highe~t killing probability, To achieve an intercept 
using proportional navigation guidance, the missile must have a range closure and must 
control the line-of-sight rotation To fly such a flighl path, the missile seeker line-of-sight 
rale, relative to the target, must be zero This keeps the seeker al a constant angle relative 
10 the missile fuselage with the missi le pulling lead on the target. A simplified rela tion Ihat 
emhodies proportional navigation can be stated as 
an = NVm cr (17) 
11 
where 
a" =the commanded missile lateral accderation in the guidance plane, 
N=a proportionality i,;Onstant: 
V", ~1 he magnitude of the missile velocity vector: 
cr=the line of sight rotation rale 
Steering is accomplished by one or a combination of aerodynamic surfaces or 
vectored thrust To save mechanical complexity, some missile can only apply normal 
forces in o ne axis relative to their body coordinates, and depend on the rolling of the body 
to align the force in the direction desired 
C. IR MISSILE SEEKER 
I. Sensor 
Earlier generation delectors were made with lead sulphide Indium 
antimonide is more widely used now Lead sulphide detectors work around the 3 11m wave 
band whereas the detectivi ty of cooled indium antimonide peaks at around 5 11m This 
allows the cooled indium antimonide detectors 10 work with radiation from all aspccts 
with respect to the aircraft This is in contrast to lead sulphide which can only work with 
the hot engine parts and engine plume. [Ref 2] 
To accommodate the wide range in the sl,;ene and target irradianl,;e as the 
missile flies towards its target, the detector is normally backed by an amplifier with 
Automatic Gain Control(AGC), so that the downstream processors have a normalized 
signal to work with Significant paramcters here are the attack and decay response times 
of the AGC and the saturation level 
12 
2. Seekers 
IR missile seekers have gone through a significant evolution in the past 30 
years of development The earliest seekers were simple spin-scan, rear-aspect, hot-spot 
trackers coupled to " bang-bang" control surfaces These evolved into conical-scan 
trackers with all-aspect capability and proponional navigation guidance Imaging seekers 
are under development in several countries, and we can expect several modes of imaging 
threats to be operational by the end of the decade_ This thesis attempts 10 analyze jamming 
in the spin-scan seeker. and the con-scan seeker, so we need \ 0 understand both seekers 
to start the analysis For both Iypes, the target is focused 10 an image on the reticle plane, 
and the detector integrates the radiant energy passing through the reticle 
Spin-Scan Seeker 
In the spin-scan seeker, energy emitted from the target is gathered 
by the seeker optical system and focused through a rotating reticle The reticle chops the 
signal inlo a series of pulses. depending on the number of spokes and the spin-scan rate of 
the reticle Chopping the signal allows the seeker to determine phase infonnation (target 
direction) and the amplitude of the tracking error, and it assists in eliminating signal from 
extended background sources (clouds or the ground) 
A reticle with half the disk 50% transmissive. tends to give for 
extended sources (such as clouds) a direct current (DC) signal while retaining the pulsed 
signal from point (target) sources The 50% transmissive area yields a DC signal from Ihe 
cloud , Ihe extended cloud source is in more than one reticle sector at a time, thus giving a 
DC signal The DC signal is then stripped to leave only the target pulses 
Most spin-scan seekers use amplitude modulation tracking The 
detector output is fed into a band -pass filter which strips the DC signal from extended 
sources The output of the band-pass filter is an interrupted sine wave (usually referred to 
13 
as "missile tone") The signal is then passed through an envelope detector, which yields a 
square wave output This is then fed into another band-pass filter, which strips the spin 
frequency of the n:tic1e from the signal 
The resultant output signal is a sine wave The amplitude oflhe sine 
wave corresponds to the magnitude of the tracking error, and Ihe phase of the signal 
corresponds 10 the direction of the tracking error, as shown in Figure I 
112 
Gate function waveform 
'E5 o . L time II 2x/rom modulation frequency 
-- -----------------
Figure I Spin-Scan Seeker Output Signal 
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b. Con-Scan SRker 
In a typical con-scan seeker, the reticle is fixed and does not spin 
Instead, the secondary mirror is tilted and spun This causes the target image to be 
scanned in a circular path around the outer edge of the reticle When the target is centered 
in the seeker scan, the detector gives a pulsed output similar 10 that of the spin-scan as 
shown in Figure I However, as the target leaves the center of the field ofvicw, the output 
of the detector is a frequency modulation sine wave as shown in Figure 2 The depth of 
frequency modulation is directly proponional to Ihe amount Ihe target is displaced from 
the center of the seeker scan The signal is processed by passing it through an FM 
discriminator whose output is an AM modulated signal with amplitude proportional to the 
amount of frequency modulation preset The signal is passed through a demodulator to 
produce the target tracking error signal 
From this one can see that the con-scan seeker provides frequency 
modulation at small tracking errors and amplitude modulation at large tracking error when 
the nutation cycle of the target image is off the reticle during a part of scan cycle ( see 
Figure 3) 
The phase information in the tracking error provides the direction in 
which the center of the nutation circle moves relative to the reticle If there is no LOS 
rotation rate ( tracking error signal ), the seeker reaches an equilibrium point . which means 
thai the seeker is right on target 
If some LOS rotation rate is present, the nutation circle is offset 
from the center until the tracking error produces the neces~ry seeker driving torque to 
follow the LOS rotation rate This is the principle of the equilibrium in the tracking loop 
j e . the tracking point is displaced on the reticle until the torque generated \0 drive the 
seeker balances the LOS motion 
15 
Figure 2. Con-Scan Seeker Under Small Tracking Error 
_,,".1 I.IIII~!!~ I l 
21t/ro i 
__ . _.---J 
Figure 3. Con-Scan Seeker Under Large Tracking Error 
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IV. THE FALSE TARGET SIGNAL 
A. INFRARED FLARES 
An lR flare is a self-protection device, designed to be ejected from an aircraft, that 
emits a large amount of radiation in the sensor bandwidth of an IR homing missile It is 
supposed \0 be a more attractive target to the lR seeker The seeker on an approaching 
lR missile will detect the presence of both the flare and Ihe aircraft and hopefully will 
home in on the flare due to ils lR signature Since the flare is moving away from the 
aircraft , this may cause a miss distance sufficiently large to prevent a warhead detonation 
or leave the aircraft outside the fragment area 
I. flare Intensity 
There are several factors to be considered in utilization offlaTes The flare 
must be ofsuflicient intensity (relative to the target signature) in the bandwidth of the IR 
detector to be seen as the more altractive target It must be launched at the right time, in 
the right direction, and must reach full intensity quickly if it is to draw the missile away 
from the aircraft It must also burn long enough to prevent the seeker from reacquiring the 
aircraft The fact that the flare is a point source of IR intensity, whereas the aircraft and 
exhaust plume are distributed sources, may have an inf1uence on the effectiveness of the 
flare in decoying the missile The amount of influence will depend upon the type of target 
tracking in the missile 
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In the flare energy spectra, the flare emission~ do not match those of an 
ain.:raft with respect to spel:tral energy wntent Oecause the l1are must be very hot in 
order to develop enough radiant flux, most of the flare energy is in the shan wavelengths 
below 2 11m The flare intensity is affected by both the aircraft altitude and its veloci ty 
There is a decrease in intensity for increasing altitude and a decrease in intensity for 
increasing velol:ity The airaaft velocity has the rno~t significant effeet on the intensity 
because the high velocity air passing around the flare reduces the size of the fireball and 
cool~ the surrounding air, thus reducing the intensity of the radiat ion 
2. Flare Ejection 
Flares are ejected from a dispenser, and the flare should be ejected into 
nonturbulent airflow in order to minimize the decrease in intensity caused by velocity 
eRects Generally, flares are ejected down and slightly to the rear of the aircraft, thus this 
allows gravity to maintain the flare at the ejected velocity away from the aircraft and also 
draw~ the missile down and behind the departing aircraft Flare ejection velocity ~hould 
not be so low that the miss distance is insufficient to prevent warhead detonation, nor so 
high that the seeker will not respond to the rapidly moving flare and the lock-on will not 
be broken as the flare transits the seeker's field of view 
B. ACTIVE IR JAMMER 
An active lR jammer modulates an lR source in order to provide misleading signals 
to the seeker Against an amplitude modulation seeker, in addition to the AGe capture, 
the phase of the envelope variations can be manipulated by the infrared jammer and so the 
position vector determined by the seeker will be false 
18 
V_ SPIN-SCAN SEEKER VS. FLARE AND IR JA I\'l l\'lER 
A. BACKGROUND TO THE ANALYSIS 
The following analysis is derived from "The lR and E1euro-oplical Sy'-Iems 
Ham/hook". vulume 7, "lOlmlermeasure Sysl.'ms", Chapter J "ACfil't' IR 
Coumermeasure" [Ref I] In this chapter the writer considers jamming only by an active 
lRjanuner, and did not deal with the variation of jamming effectiveness due to variation of 
amplitude and frequency of jammer modulation In this thesis we consider not only active 
IR jamming hut also the effectiveness of flare jamming, and we then compare jamming 
effectiveness for the two approaches 
B. ANALYSIS 
In the following analysis, we only consider a general case, using the rising sun 
spin-scan seeker, of a target with collocated jammer that is modulated in time. In the tlare 
case. we consider the flare has been ejected by tile aircraft and the flare is modulated at 
the source frequency by the seeker Here we deal with the jammer intensity and the fla re 
intensity in the modulation output waveform, and we include the target position into the 
phase information, because those factors provide the tracking error to the control system 
,"'e assume that the IR signature has already propagated through the atmosphere into the 
detector Then we concentrate on the linear signal processing unit to evaluate the tracking 
error rate provided to the control system. This should give us a clear result to determine 
the Jamming efl'ectiveness 
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C. THE ACTIVE IR JAMMER 
I. Target And Jamming Signal Seen By The Seeker 
The target radiation seen by the detector is converted into a voltage or 
current and is processed through carrier amplifier, envelope detector. and precession 
amplifier circuits before the signal is applied to drive the seeker 
To get an insight into the jammer and seeker interaction, one should first 
define the relide modulation function and the jammer modulation function, each of which 
can be represented by a Fourier series as shown in Figure 4 Each or the two modulations 
is periodic at a different angular frequency [he combination of them then can he 
processed 
Reticle modulation function 




Figure 4 Jammer And Reticle Modulation Function 
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r he reticle modulation function for a generic reticle can be represented as 
(18) 
where 
c" ~ * g- m,(t)exp(-Jnwm l)dl (19) 
and Tm =27t1w rn 
If the jammer waveform is also periodic at the angular frequency of ro" the 




and T, == 21'1:/00, 
It follows that Ihe jamming source and the target SOUTce will both be 
modulated by the reticle, generally onc can simplify the reticle modulation function to the 
form which is appropriate for example to the ' ris ing sun" relicle 
m,(I) ~ t[ 1 + am,(I)sin WJ] 
where 
Cl =: the ratio of the radius of the image location (or the tracking error) 10 
thljradius of the reticle Iha\ provides a simplified measure of the 
modulation efficiency, 
rn,(I) = a carrier gating fu nction. 
w, = the carrier freque ncy 




In this form the Jamming modulation frequency and the Jamming power can 
vary with time, for simplicity one can assume that the Jammer ha~ the same carrier 
frequency as the reticle and the Jamming signa! is also modulated by the ret icle, the 




I 2 00 (-1/ . 
rn j (l) ~., +;; k~O lN sm {(2k+ I)[roll + MI)]) (25) 
B= the jamming peak power, 
4>, = the phase difference relative to m, (I) 
2. The Tracking Error Signal Output 
With this jamming signa! seen by the seeker, the radiation power seen at 
the detector Po (t) may be represented by 
Pd(l) = Am,(I) + Pj(l)m,(I) (26) 
where A is the target radiation power falling on the reticle 
!'rom above the P J becomes 
P d(l) = ±fA + 18ml(I)(1 + Sine>,I)][1 + am,(/)sinw,lj (27) 
If this signa! is then processed through a" carrier amplifier" and assuming 
that the carrier amplifier passes signals at or near the carrier frequency only, the output of 
the carrier amplifier can be approximated by 
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S,(I) ~ alA + t Bmj (t)]m,(I)sin W, I + t Bmj(l)sin w ,1 (28) 
T he envelope of the carrier modulation is then extracted in the form 
S,(I) ~ aAm,(I) + ~mj(I) [ I + am,(I)] (29) 
The envelope signal is further processed by a precession amplifier. which is 
tuned around the spin frequency rom Assuming that w, is close to rom' the seeker driving 
signal isgivl:!l by 
Pd(l) ~ a(A + 1)sinw m l + ~(1 + ~)sin[Wjl+ $At)] (30) 
This signal is used \0 apply torque to the spinni ng gyro oflhe seeker to 
correct the oftset The response can be discussed with the aid oflhe track error fatc 
phasordiagram 
We will exami ne firs! the case of the spin-scan seeker with no Jamming 
With no jamming signal the driving signal lakes the form, 
PJ(t):::::aAsinwmi (31) 




Figure 5 Spin-Scan Seeker Under No Jamming Trat:king Error Phasor Diagram 
Without jamming the image point is driven toward the center along the 
imaginary direction with a rate proportional to aA, where it reaches an equilibrium point 
(a=O) 
With jamming condition 
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In the phasor diagram if we take the signal sin ((J\, t+cjl) be the reference 
signal for cjl=O in the horizontal direction then we gel the detector error Output in the 
phasor diagram as shown in Figure 6 
l ________________ ~ ____ __ 
Figure 6 The Detector Error Output In The Phasor Diagram 
The tracking error rate phasor with jamming then becomes 
(33) 
where 13=( iJ)",-(:) , ) t-q;., 
From the above phasor diagram, when the jammer is jamming the seeker 
the track error direction does not point correctly towards the reticle center As the vector 
rotates in Ihe phasor diagram for part of the revolution it may be directed towards the 
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cemer. But when the jamming power 13 is greater than 2CtA, the tracking crror vector is 
pulled away from (;cmcr and ifthc rcvolution spced is low ( ill", and w) frequencies are very 
dose) therc is a chance that the seeker will break-lock, hecause the target is already out of 
the seeker field of view It can be seen that for successful break-lock the requirement liS 
>= 2Ct should be met 
These results can be interpreted using the following simulations of the 
Tracking Error Rate Phasor carried out in the MATLAB programming language 
The Seeker With No Jamming 
rhere arc two variables A and Ct. The amplitude of the target, A, 
will depend on the anglc at which the seeker looks al thc target, so the amplitude of the 
target in the seeker is a random variable. Here we simplify it by taking an average value to 
represent the target amplitude seen by the seeker The other variable, Ct, wil l be changed 
by the seeker tracking error; as the seeker drives Ihe target toward the center, so a will 
decrease to lcro The simulated tracking error rate phasor diagram is shown in Figurc 7 
imagmarypart 
phasor form of no jamming 
"" 
e: 
~ _______ '_- 21U 3_00 _______ J 
Figure 7 Spin-Scan Seeker Phasor Diagram Under No lamming Condition 
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The phasor diagram above shows us that the seeker will keep a 
constant value on the phase=O direction to reduce Ihe tracking error, till the output 
tracking error rate equal zero 
b. The Seeker Under Jamming Conditions 
The tracking error function now takes the form 
Here, we see that there are four variables A. B, and (!), ' (1. The 
amplitude of target and jammer. A and B, will depend on the angle at which the seeker 
looks al the target, because the jammer is collocated so that Ihe amplitude of the target 
and the jammer power secn by the seeker are random variables Here we simplify it by 
representing it by its average value, Also (1 will depend on Ihe A and B values seen at the 
seeker location, so thaI only (OJ and ¢I, remain as lime dependent variables 
In the different simulation conditions, we assume that when the 
jammer first Slans to get into the seeker the 41, will be a fixed constant value 
(I) Jammer power fixed and modulation frequency varied The first 
simulation will be conducted under the condition of jammer power fixed but the jamming 
modulation frequency varying The 3D diagram and phasor diagram of tracking error rate 
are shown in Figures R- I and 8-2 A sample of the simulation program is shown in 
appendix 
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spin-scan seeker tracking error rate under active IRjamming 
::j 




Figure 8-1 Tracking Error Rate Versus Jammer Modulation Frequency 
spin-scan seeker tracking error rate under active IRjamming phasor form 
lmaglnary part 
real part 
Figure 8-2 Phasor Representation Of Tracking Error Rate 
From Figure 8-1 , we can see thaI the jammer angular fre1:luency 
sweep will cause the seeker tracking error rate to change NO! only will the tracking error 
phase change, but the tracking error amplitude will change also When the jammer angular 
frequency is nOI close to the seeker modulation frequency Ihe tracking error rale will 
change rapidly In this area if we try to break-lock the missile seeker, Ihe chance of 
success will be lower than in the slow change area 
In the Figure 8·2 phasor diagram, break lock can occur only when 
the phasor can enter the region between -90 degree and +90 degree, i e . the left hand side 
orthe diagram of Figure 8·2 The phasor diagram of this figure shows that this can occur 
for the condition of J/S ratio grealer Ihen 2et Under these circumstances missile seeker 
break-lock will occur if the tracking error rate changes slowly 
(2) Jamming power varied and modulation frequency fixed The 
second simulation will be conducted under the condition of jammer power varied but the 
jamming modulation frequency fixed The 3D diagram and phasor diagram of tracking 
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Figure 9-1 Spin-Scan Seeker Under Activc Jf Jamming. Tracking Error Rate Versus 
lamming Power 
Figure 9-2. Tracking Error Rate Phasor Diagram 
)0 
From Figure 9-1, we can see that varying the Jammer power will 
cause the seeker tra~king error rate to change, not only in phase hut also in amplitude 
Since the pmmer angular frequency is close to the seeker modulation frequency. the 
tracking error rate will change slowly; in this area the chance of causing break-lock of the 
missile seeker will be higher, but we should take the pmmcr power into con~ideration at 
In Figure 9-2 the phasor diagram shows us that as the jammer 
amplitude is varied from small power to higher power, so the phasor diagram circle moves 
from the center of the diagram to the left and the rotation rate stays constant since the 
modulation frequency is kept fixed From the phasor diagram. we also can see that when 
the jammer power ratio J/S is greater than 20., the tracking error rate win cross over the 
center Under this condition, again have the situation that the tracking error phase will 
pulled into the region to the left of center (i e between -90 and +'JO» which will cause the 
missile to hreak-lock, since the tracking error rate is changing slowly 
(3). Jammer power and modulation rreCJuency varied The third 
simulation is conducted under the condition of jammer power and modulation frequency 
varied. The 3D diagrams of jammer power versus tracking error output and jammer 
modulation frequency versus output tracking error signal are shown in Figures 10-1 and 
10-2, the phasor diagram of tracking error ra te as shown in Figure 10-3 
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Figure 10-2 Spin-Scan Seeker Under Active Ir Jamming; Tracking Error Rate Verus 
Jamming Modulation Frequency 
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Figure 10-3. Spin-Scan Seeker Under Active Ir Jammer Jamming: Tracking Error Rate 
Phasor Diagram 
From Figures IO-J and 10-2, we can see that the jammer power 
variation will cause the seeker tracking error amplitude to change, and variat ion of 
modulation frequency will also cause the track ing error phase to change 
Because Ihe jammer angular frequency varies, the diagram shows us 
very clearly that when the jammer modulation frequency is dose to the seeker modulation 
frequency , the tracking error rate will change slowly, and when the frequency is the same 
as the ret icle modulation frequency, the [}hase will be delayed but when it decreases more 
the phase will change from positive to negative 
JJ 
In the phasor diagram of Figure 10-3, the jammer amplitude is 
varied from small power to higher power so the phasor diagram circle moves from the 
center toward the perimeters and the rotation rate varies too, depending on the frequency 
difference between reticle and jammer 
D. FLARE .lAMMING 
I. Target And Flare Signal Seen By The Seeker 
The target signal seen by the seeker will be similar to that shown above, 
however the flare will appear as a continuous source modulated by the reticle, so the 
radiation power seen at the detector P" (I) could represented by 
p d(l) ~ [Am,,(I)] + [Bm,j{I)] 
here 
m,,(t) ::::: 1[ I + am,(t)sin roc!] 
where 
13= the flare jamming power, 
a == the ratio of the radius of the image location (or the traCking error) to the 





[-I =the ratio of the radius of the flare location (or Ihe tracking error) to the radius 
of the retide that provides a simplified measure or the modulation efficiency, 
"\(1) = a target carrier galing function, 
m,(I) == a flare carrier gating function, 
(0, = the carrier frequency 
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The Fourier scrics representations ofm,(t) and mj (I) are 
(38) 
mil) ~1+~ (-{ sin[(2n + J)W ml + $J] 
n=O 
(39) 
here 4>, = the phasc difference relative to 111., (t) 
2. The Tracking Error Signal Output 
The larget IR signal and the f1are IR signal seen togcther by the detector, 
give a power to the detector that can be represented by 
Pd(t) ~ [1 + T mt(t)sinwc/] + r% + T m)(t)sinro ct] (40) 
Assuming that the carrier amplifier passes signals only at or near the carrier 
frequency, the output ofthc carricr amplifier can he approximated by 
5 , (1) ~ ['Tm,(t)sin W,I] + [¥mj (l)sin W,I] (41) 
The envelope of the carrier modulation is 
(42 ) 
The envelope signal is further processed by a precession amplifier, which is 
tuned around Ihe spin frequency wm The seeker driving signal is then given by 
(43) 
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The driving signal torques a spinning b'Yroscope The rotating magnet and 
the seeker torquing signal result in a seeker precession rate which shows in the phasor 
function. If in the phasor function we take the signal sin(w",t) be the reference signal for 
$=0 in the horizontal direction, then we get the detector error signal output in the phasor 
diagram function in the form 
P(t)~"'f + 'texp(Mt)) (44) 
Thc phasor function above indicates that when the flare is jamming the 
seeker there is no equilibrium point in the ccnter The tracking error revolution wil! 
depend on the phase angle ( ¢) difference from the target. The change rate also depends 
on the separation hetween target and flare; since the flare will move away from the target 
the flare position seen by the seeker ( 13 ) will be changed and it will change the power 
ratio between the target and flare When the flare power is greater than (lAl~ , the tracking 
error vector is pulled into the lett hand half of the diagram and if the separation speed 
between the target and flare is small there is a chance that the seeker will bn:ak-Iock, 
because the target is already out of the seeker field of view In foHows from the analysis 
that successful break-lock requires the power ratio liS >= air\. 
Here we show the simulation of flare jamming under two different 
conditions first , fixed flare power, and second~ varied flare power with other parameters 
fixed 
Figure 11- 1 shows the variation of track error with phase delay re lative to 
the target signal. The variation with rl, the normalized target offset distance, is shown in 
Figure I 1-2. while the trajectory of the track error rate is shown as Figure 11-3 
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Figure 11-3 Spin-Scan Seeker Under Flare Jamming Phasor Diagram 
T rajectol)' Of Track Error Ratc 
inspcction of the 3D plots and phasor diagram shows that if the missile is 
under flare jamming, with flare intensity vel)' close to the target intensity, and if the flare 
leaves the target and the target separation from the flare is slow, (the image of the target 
seen by the seeker leads to the edge of the reticle ). this will causc the seeker tracking 
error rate to become higger and bigger 
In the sccond simulation condition the flare radiation power varies and the 
other conditions stay fixed The plots of track error rate versus flare power and phase delay 
are shown as Figures 12-1, and 12-2 and the phasor diagram is shown as in Figure 12-3 
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Figure 12-1 Spin-Scan Seeker Under Flare Jamming, Irack Error Rate Verus Flare 
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Figure 12-2 Spin-Scan Seeker Under Flare Jamming. Track Error Rate Vents Phase 
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polar form of flare jamm'ng 
90 
Figure 12-3. Spin-Scan Seeker Under Flare Jamming; Track Error Rate Phasor Diagram 
rhese simulations under two conditions indicate that when the seeker is 
Jammed by the flare and the flare power is greater then aAJ~ then the missile seeker has a 
probability of being pulled towards the left of the seeker center, which will cause the 
seeker to break-lock This simulation confirms that the flare is really efficient to counter 
the spin-scan seeker, when we drop the flare at the right time and perform the correct 
maneuvt:rs with the aircraft we can successfully avoid the missile attack 
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E. COMMENT AND RESULT 
in Ihe spin-scan seeker case we already simulated the three different conditions of 
no jamming, active IR jamming, and tlare jamming From the simulation result~, we see 
that since the active IR jammer is collocated with the target , thl:) false target image and the 
real target image wiU he secn hy the seehr in the ~aT1le [o<.:al;on ( same a ) In attempting 
to jam the missile seeker one mUSI consider the jammer power and Ihe jamming 
modulation fn:quency; when the jamming modulation frequency is the same as Ihe relicle 
modulation frequency, then the phase deJay will be the important parameter for the 
Jamming dlcctiveness 
The jamming power requirement depends not only the jamming power but also on 
the radial position coefficient a; this will change the jammer power requirement from very 
small power to large power. In order to break-lock with the missile seeker, one should 
control the jammer modulation frequency and the jammer power, then there is a big 
chance to hreak-Iock the missile 
In the flare case, since the flare will1cave the aircraft, the target and flare positions 
determine the phase difference and different power coefficients ( (1, (I ), so we only need 
to consider target and flare Once the trajectory of the flare and the aircraft moving 
moment are fixed then we can determine whether the flare can break-lock the missile or 
not. The simulation plot, under those particular wnditions in which the jammer power is 
similar to the target power shows a high probability to break-lock the missile 
The theoretical analysis indicates the simplified case of a rising sun spin-scan 
seeker with AM modulation, to be successful jammed by both the active IR jammer and 
flare The analysis done here is only a paper study, it should be evaluated in operating 
testing to ensure its validity. and the evaluation should be extended to application against 
different types of spin-scan seeker 
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VI. CON-SCAN SEEKER VS. FLARE AND IR JAMMER 
A. BACKGROUND TO TIlE ANAL VSIS 
This is a retiele in which the image is nutated over a stationary reticle The 
resulting frequency modulation of the signal out of the detector can be processed to 
extract the position of the target relative to the reticle center 
The following analysis is derived from "The IR alld Electro-optical Systems 
Halldbook", vO/l/me 7, "Countermeasure SystemJ", Chapter 3 "Active IR 
COuntermea,~ure" In this chapter the writer considers the active IR jammer jamming 
condition. but in this THESIS we not only consider the active fR jammer but also deal 
with the Flare jamming effectiveness, and then apply a MATLAB program to simulate 
different Jamming conditions to evaluate the results and compare jamming elfectiveness 
B. ANALVSIS 
In the following analysis. we want to determine the apparent target position. as 
seen by the seeker, while under no jamming and jamming conditions. We only consider the 
general case of a target with collocated jammer, modulated in time. In the flare case, we 
consider the flare has been ejected by the aircraft and the flare is modulated at the same 
frequency by the seeker 
We deal with the JaITunef intensity and the flare intensity in the modulation output 
waveform, together with the target position coded into phase information, because those 
two parameters provide the tracking error to the control system We assume that the fR 
target signature already passed through the atmosphere and into the dete<.:\or, and 
concentrate in the linear signal processing on determination of the tracking error rate 
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provided into the control system This output should dearly determine the jamming 
effectiveness 
In con-scan seekers, when the target is centered in Ihe seeker, the detector gives a 
pulsed output similar to the spin-scan The con-scan seeker provides frequency 
modulation at small tracking errors and amplitude modulation at large tracking error when 
the nutation cycle of the target image is off the retide during a pan of scan cycle In this 
analysis we simplify the problem 10 analyze only the large error signal processing to 
evaluate the jamming cffectiness This should give us a vel)' clear comparison with the 
spin-scan seeker 
In Ihc following analysis Ihc phase information in the tracking error provides the 
direction in which the center of the nutat ion circle moves relative to the reticle If there is 
no LOS rotation rate ( tracking error signal ), the target is inside the reticle and the seeker 
has reached an equilibrium point, this means that the seeker is right on target If with some 
LOS rotation rate present because the nutation circle is offset from the center, then pan of 
the scanning time it falls outside the reticle, as shown in Figure 13 The tracking error 
then produces the necessary seeker driving torque to follow the LOS rotation rate This is 
the principle of the equilibrium in the tracking loop, ie, the tracking point is displaced on 
the reticle until the torque generated \0 drive the seeker balances the LOS motion 
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21[/00 
Figure 13 Con-Scan Modulation Output Signal, Nutation Circle Partly Off Reticle 
C. FLUX SIGNAL 
In the real world the IR radiation signa! strength seen by tbe seeker should depend 
on the target exhaust plume, hot engine [R radiant intensity, target cowling and n07.z!e IR 
radiant intensity, target ref1ected solar [R radiant intensity, Earthshine IR radiant intensity, 
skin aerodynamic heating [R radiant intensity, and the angle of the target. [n this analysis 
we assume that the target [R radiation intensity seen by the seeker has a constant value 
because it is a random variable one takes the average value to represent the radiation 
power to simplify the analysis 
Following this assumption we assume a uniformly illuminated target image moving 
in a circular path on the reticle. The time un the transmitting parts of the reticle will 
represent the tutal target radiation power seen by the reticle 
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D. CON-SCAN SEEKER WITH NO JAMMING 
Under the assumption that the target radiation power should have a constant value 
the constant power ~en hy the seeker would produce a periodic signal which can be 
represented by a Fourier series as 5hown in Figure 14 
S(t)- source strength 
A---------------
S(I) 
m(t)=rt"tich.· modulation time 
m(t) 
SJI)-=tll,,'rlope signal 
~rJ 0 0 0 
'I'm 
time 
Figure 14 Schematic Of The Con-Scan Seeker Signal With:-;o Jamming 
,,,ilh these assumption the signal oflhe output may be represented by the fOllowing 
analysis 
S(t)~A (45) 
where A represented the target signal 
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The target signal passed through the reticle modulation function can be wriuen 
S(')~Am(') 
where m(t) can be represented by a Fourier series 
where 
d" ~ +: f~· exp(-;nffim")d' 
t* =f.;t 
T c = time on reticle ~ 
T m =t he scan period: 
((Jm=2rcIT", 
T, = The modulation delay of the target position ( direction of the target ), 






The seeker tracking will be influenced by the signal frequency components at or 
near ((Jm An approximate fonn of this modulated waveform at the detector modulation can 
be written considering only the AC term and the fillldamental rrequcncy component of the 
modulation wave fonn, giving 
Se(t) = -%[sin(wrn(t - T~ ) - 2n:f:)] + 4 sinwm(1 - T~) (5\) 
It should be noted that when T, is greater than 05 in the modulation factor m(t) of 
Figure 14, the signal is identical to that for 0 to 0.5. Therefore we need to analyze only for 
the range 0 to 0 5, as this gives a clear picture of tracking error output 
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From above function we can see that in response to this drive ~ignal, the seeker 
tracking loop will adjust T, along the w.,- 1, direction to keep the average ~ccker tracking 
rate at zero. The corresponding drive signal is shown as Figure /5: when "1', ! T", readll:~ a 
value of 0 ~ the tracking error signal is at its lowesL since tlll:n the seeker is right on 
larget 
The MATL\B program has been used to simulate the tracking error output phasor 
diagram shown as hgurc~ 16-1 and 16-2 with the resultant 3D diagram 
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Figure 16-1 . Con-Scan Seeker No Jamming Tracking Error Output 
Imagmary part l'W--f-t-H--HH++--1 
2'0 
real part 
Figure 16-2 Con-Scan Seeker :--·0 Jamming Phasor Diagram 
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I'his analysis is based on the large error case, in which the tracking error signal is 
developed from the nutation circle falling partly outside the reticle The signal is developed 
as a function of T, fT"" the ratio of time on the reticle to total nutation cycle time Thus 
there is no tracking error signal for the range l , ITm=O, in which the nutation circle is 
totally outside the reticle or for T, 1T,,= I, when it is totally inside. In the latter case track 
information must be determined from the carrier frequency modulation. However if the 
nutat ion circle is close to the reticle perimeter, T, /T",=! is essentially the bore sighted 
condition The strength orlhe tracking error signal is zero at bot h limits T, IT,.,=O and T, 
IT.,.,=I, and reacht:s a maximum at T, ITm=O.S This is apparent in Figure 16-1 The phase 
angle provides the direction of the driving correction to target track 
E. CON-SCAN SEEKER UNDER ACTIVE JR JA,\'lMING 
1. Target And .Jamming Signal Seen By The Seeker 
To get an insight into the jammer and seeker interaction, one should define 
the ret icle modulation fu nction and jammer modulation function first , These arc shown 
graphically in Figure 17 and can be represented by a Fourier series as shown in equation 
(52) 
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m(t)=seeker modulation function 
~ time 
Se(t)=rcponse signal 
Figure 17. Con-Scan Secker Effective Target And Jammer Waveforms 
(52) 
where 
en 0::: 1£;-[cxp(-j21[n~) - I] (53) 
A is the target radiation power, B is the jammer radiation power, T" is the 
jammer pulse duration, and T, is the jammer waveform period (w, =2Jt/TI ) , T, is the phase 
delay of the target relative to the jammer modulation 
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2. The Tracking Error Signal Output 
NOle that for simplification the carrier-signal generation is implicitly 
assumed and has been omitted from consideration Also any nonlineari ties ( such as 
limi ters) also have been ignored For this reason. the inferences reached here mayor may 
not be valid for specific con-scan seekers, depending on the details of their signal 
proccssmg 
From above one can derive the power \0 the detector, and hence the track 






Here again we filter around the fundamental frequency , keeping only the 
n=O n=-I and n= J terms to derive the response function, in the fo rm 
{1; + -{;;l2J 5in(wm (t - T, ) - 2n1;) - 2j5in(m m(t - T, »)]) (57) 
This gives us the envelope waveform 
Se (t ) = (A + Hi)s in(nf-)cOS«(I) m/~ 2nf- ~ nf) 
-rBf: S i~(ni,)CO~«(()JI-ni,) '" '" (58) 
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Assuming that a scaled ver~ion of S, (t) is processed to represent the seeker 
torquing ~ignal, the low-frequency component of its interaction with the spinning gyro 
magnet has thc form 
S,(I) ~ (A + B1')sin(1t¥-)cxPVTI(2¥- + 1:) 
+llk; Si~(:I1:~)CXmp[_j(I1.(fJ! - '~~)1' (59) 
where bm=--{(J, -rom In response to th is drive signal. the seeker tracking loop 
will adjust T, and T, to keep the average seekcr tracking error rate at zero 
Herc we are going to discuss two different eondition- jammer modulation 
at the reticle frequency, and jammer modulation differcnt from reticle modulation 
frequency 
The Jammer Modulation Frequency Same As The 
Reticle Modulation Frequency 
Hcre we must take into consideration both the real part and 
imaginary parts of the drive signal S.(t). The driving signal is tending to reduce the total 
tracking error to zero. The complex track error rate function gives two conditions needed 
to reach zero rate the two terms in SJt) will completely cancel if their magnitudes are 
equal and their pha~es differ by It radiaus. so in the real part of 5,(t) we should let the 
magnitudes be equal 
(A + B~)sin(n¥m) - Bf; sin(n-f,):::: 0 (60) 
then the phase of the two terms must be set to have a difference of 180 
degree. so that 
(61) 
Dy satistying both of these two function we can get the tracking 
error output signal equal to zero However, the driving signal has already taken both 
jammer and target combined signal int o consideration, so that the driving signal will adjust 
T,and T, to fulfill the goal. This will cause miss t rack because the driving signal will adjust 
T, then the phase angle ( target direction) will incorporate the.~e values to apply the 
correction in the wrong di rect ion The effect on T, is il lustra ted in Figure 18 
no jamming phase angle 
I, n ru_ nn n 
under jamming phase angle ahead hild"" / o 0 0 0 ------+ 
Figure 18. Con-Scan Seeker Under Jamming Phase Angle Deception Condit ion 
From the above diagram we can see the phase angle has been 
stolen, also tht: T, pal1 has been mod ified by Jamming, i, e , the driving signal pulled the 
seeker to another direction and the st rength is different Irom the no jamming condition 
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b. The Jammer Modulation Frequency Different 
From The Reticle Modulation Frequency 
When the jammer modulation frequency is different from 
the reticle modulation frequency the jamming result nol only depends on the jamming 
ratio, and the fraction of time on reticle, but also depends on the frequency difference 
between Ihe jammer modulation and reticle modulation . This will cause the tracking error 
to be more unstable 
Following part a we see that the seeker-torquing signal will 
adjust T, and T, to seek the equilibrium point when we give a Jamming ratio, so the 
feedback loop only depends on the jamming ratio to make another adjustment. Here we 
add another coefficient, the modulation frequency (0 "" to jamming of the con-scan seeker 
rhis wi ll impa<.:t on the phase term and cause the target position change to depend on the 
difference frequency The amplitude and phase conditions of the previous page are 
changed only by addition of the difference frequency dCO=-CO,-wm in the phase 
In the real part we should let the magnitude equal 
(A + B~)sin(7r¥m) - Bf,;; sin(7r~) = 0 (62) 
in tbe phase condition we should set the phase difference as 180 degrees 
(63) 
The track ing error will adjust to an equilibrium condition 
depending on the target time on the reticle and the jamming ratio and apply the two values 
to the phase term to determine the phase angle ( new apparent target position) Those 
values should meet the requirement of tracking error output equal to zero Under this 
condition the tracking loop will be more complicated than the condition of pan a. The two 
conditions t reated are shown as Figures 19- 1 and 19-2 We also show the tracking error 
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output signal phasor diagram in Figures 20-1 and 20-2 A sample of simulation program 
is shown as appendix 
. 
Tm fi xed nme as Tj 
adjust T,.and Ts to set the output tracking error signal equal to 0 
I 
Figure 19-1 Con-Scan Seeker Under Active IT Jamming Jammer And Seeker Modulation 
Frequencies Fixed And Equal 
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h r-l r-l ~ TO """ 
Set) A:R~LJLJl..JL.J 
... Tj .,.varies 
m(t) I . T,""" T.vanes M '~ 0 00 DO L 
. 
Tm varies 
I adjust Tr and Ts to set the output tracking error signal equal 
Figure \9-2 Con-Scan Seeker Under Active [f Jamming. Jammer And Seeker Modulation 
Frequencies Varied 
Figures 19-1 and 19-2 show schematically that when the 
modulation frequency varies then the T, a nd T, should adjust frequently ~ince all the input 
all varies in time It follows that the tracking error rate not only provides false tracking 
information but also change rapidly 
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rhc first simulation is conducted with jammer power Band 
modulation frequl:TICY wJ fixed but with the phase delay oflhe Jammer varied in time The 






real pa .. 't~ ___ _ ___ _ 
Figure 20-1 Con-Scan Seeker With Act ive Irem Phasof Diagram Of Track Error Rale 
Comparing the phawr diagram with that for no jamming we see 
that the real pan of the tracking crror output is 10 times higger Ihan with no jamming, the 
phase angle ( target position) also is different from the no jamming condition, and the 
rotation rate is slown than with no jamming The jamming effectiveness is not dependent 
on the modulation frequency but only on the jamming ratio 
The second simu lation is conducted with jammer power fixed, 
modulation frequency varied and the phase delay of the jammer tim!;.': varying. The phasor 
diagram of the tracking error rate is shown in Figure 20-2 
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9 "" 
Fie'llfe 20-2 Con-Scan Secker Under Jamming. Jammer Modulation Frequency 
l)iffenmt From The Reticle Modulation Frequency 
Phasor Diagram Of Tr3ck Error Rate 
Comparing the phasar diagram of Figure 20-2 with that for 
jamming at the reticle modulation frequency, we ~cc that the difference modulation 
frequency causes the real pan oflhe tracking error output to vary rapidly The phase angle 
( target position) shows a similar result, indicating that the jamming effect depends nut 
only on the jamming ratio but also on the dift'erence of modulation frequency 
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F. CO~-SCAN SEEKER UNDER FLARE JAMMING 
Under the assumption the target radiation power should have a constant value and 
the flare power also have a constant value the total power seen by the seeker can be 
represented by a periodic signal: this is represented schematically in Figure 21 
S(tIA >-1- ----------
Se(t) 
power of the tar~el 
Tel iT, 
rnM o ooo 
envelope of the target signal 
Sit) 
8"---1 __ 
power of flare 
iTT, T 2 
I "" h,L-LLD-L' LD-LLD-"-LD--'---JO-'---_ _ 
+------+ en,·elope of flare signal 
Figure 21 Con-S(.:an Seeker Under Flare Jamming 
S9 
To understand the interaction of the flare and target signals in the seeker, one must 
first define the reticle modulation function and jammer modulation function Both can be 
represented by Fourier series 
The IOtal power to thtl detectors can be wrilten 
where 
d" ~ i,;;[exp(-;2rrnf;;) - I] 




Figure 22 Con-Scan St.."eker Under Flare Jamming. Schtlmatie Of Interaction OfF"lare 
And Target Images With Seeker Reticle 
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From the power function Pit) seen by the seeker we can derive \fle interaction 
function 
Pd(t) ~ A {do + d ,exp(iwt) + d~,exp(-Jwt»)+ 
8{ do + d,exp(iw(t - T,» + d~ , exp(-jw(t - T,») (66) 
From this the low frequency tracking error rate waveform follows as analogously 
to the previous case, as 
Se(t) = ~sin WI + ~s in(ro(l - TI » - ~[s in(wt- 211:1,:-)] 
- *[s in(w(t - T, ) - 2ni-)] (67) 
From this tracking error rate output we can see that the lime on reticle for target 
and flare will define the new tracking error magnitude and the phase delay will determine 
the new phase angle The corresponding diagram of S,(I) against T fT '" and time delay are 
shown as Figures 23-1 and 23-2 Figure 23-3 shows the phasor diagram representation of 
the track error rate 
6' 
seek e' under liare jamming 
- 2000 
- - 0 2 
-" O . j flill9 on Ihe rericle lime ralin 
imaginary part 
~-----------------------------
Figure 23- 1 Con-Scan Seeker Under flare Jamming 3D Diagram Of Track Error Rate 




con-scan s eeker under liar .. jamming 
'0 a 
200 0 II" re pl1"s e d.""y 
Figure 23 -2. Con-Scan Seeker Under Flare Jamming. Phase Delay 3D Diagram 
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imaginary pan 1 1 
polar form of flare jamming 
9010 
rea/part 
Figure 23-3 Con-Scan Seeker Under Flare Jamming Phasor Diagram Of Track Error 
Rate 
From these simulation diagrams we can see that when the flare power entering the 
reticle is smalJ then the impact on the tracking error rate will small, when the Hare power 
into the reticle is larger then the tra(;king error rate output will increase The tracking error 
output under flare jamming can be effective in reducing the seeker tracking accuracy 
rhe phase term shows that when the flare leaves the target it will provide a phase 
difference which will cause the seeker to recompute the apparent position This will cause 
the seektr to track in the wrong direction, giving the required countermeasure 
effectiveness 
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G. COMMENT AND RESULT 
For the con-scan seeker case we simulated performance under no jamming, under 
active IR jamming and Flare jamming conditions for the active IR jammer, the jammer is 
collocated with the target, so the false target image and the real target image will secn by 
the seeker in the same location ( same Ct. ), In discussing jamming the missile seeker one 
should take the pmmer time on reticle (power) and the jamming modulation frequency 
into consideration. When the jamming modulation frequency is the same as the target 
modulation frequency the tracking error output in trying to keep it at the equilibrium point 
it will adjust not only the time on reticle but also the phase delay Thus the phase delay 
will be the imponant parameter in determine the jamming effectiveness (wrong target 
position indication) 
The jamming power requirement, depend not only on the jamming power but also 
on the jammer time-on-reticle coefficient Tr~ this will change the jammer power seen by 
the seeker When the Jamming modulation frequency is different from the target 
modu lation frequency, the power seen by the reticle will depcnd on both modulation 
frequencies. The tracking error rate output v.ill then adjust the phase delay to fmd an 
equilibrium point. In order to break-lock the missile seeker, correct control of the jammer 
modulation frequency and the power can lead to a high probability to break-lock the 
missile 
In the flare case, since the flare separates from the aircraft, this provide the target-
flare phase difference and power into the seeker, so we only need to consider target and 
flare separation speed. Once we find the trajectory of the flare and the ai rcraft moving 
moment then we can determine whether the flare can break-lock the missile or nOl. from 
the simulation plots, under the appropriate conditions, if the phase angle IS sufficiently 
different from the no Jamming condition, the flare has high prohability to break-lock the 
missile 
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The theoretical analysis indicates that the simplified case of a con-scan seeker 
under large enor conditions can be successful ly jammed by the active IR jammer and flare 
The analysis done here is only a paper study: one should evaluate it in operational test ing 
to ensure its validi ty, and the evaluation must exh::nd to application against different types 
of con-scan seeker 
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VII. CONCLUSION 
To reduce the fR missile (spin-scan and con-scan seeker) ki ll probability, active IR 
jammers and Flares are often employed against the missile guidance seeker An active IR 
jammer and Flare may be able to degrade the accuracy of angular information developed 
by the seeker and may, therefore, greatly reduce the kill probability In some cases, it may 
be able to cause break-lock orlhe tracking missile seeker causing it to become completely 
unlocked from the target. The missile must then reacquire its target and valuable time is 
los! , along with a great deal of information about the target position 
A theoretical analysis applied to an encounter simulation seems to indicate that it is 
possible to use the infrared jammer and flare to defeat the spin-scan and con-scan infrared 
missiles The theoretical analysis of a simplified case of a spin-scan and con-scan reticle 
with amplitude modulation and frequency jamming leads to expressions for the target 
position, as seen by the missile seeker, under jamming and no jamming conditions The 
jamming case is dealt with by theoretical and numerical analysis for a selected, 
non-optimal situation, as the closed form solution is not immediately apparent. The 
analysis indicates successful jamming in the situation studied. In the scenario where the 
infrared missile is an almost cominuous threat during the aircraft's flight, the infrared 
jammer and the flare are short-term solutions that are potentially useful in increasing the 
survivability of these aircraft by reducing their susceptibility to infrared missile kills 
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APPENDlX.i A SAMPLE OF THE SI:VIVLATION PROGRAM] 
Jammer power fixed and modulation frequency changed. Spin-scan seeker under 
active iRjamming. larget keep a conslant IR signature. Active fRjammer keep a constant 





titkCspin-scan seeker under IR Jammcr jamming') 
xlabel('jammcr modulation frequency') 
ylabdCthe image part') 




title(polar form of ACTIVE IRjamming') 
xlabel('the real parl') 
ylabel('lhe image part') 
Power fixed and jammer modulation frequency changed Con-scan seeker under 
active IRjamming Target keep a constant lR signature I\ctive JR jammer keep a constant 
IR jamming power Retical modulation frequency keep fixed IR jammer modulation 
frequency changed 




ps=O ,OOOOIJ , 
wm=80; 
wj=700 00290; 
t=OO OOI IO; 
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